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The casting row is the base row of knitting. There are many ways to throw stitches. A method can be faster or easier for you or may work better for certain techniques, such as button holes. Try each of the delivery methods below and start with what attracts you the most. Note: The cast must be as elastic as the body of their point. If necessary, the cast can
be worked with a needle two or three sizes larger than the meter needle. Weave the dots into the smaller needle as weave the first row. Making a Slipknot The first kick in the needle for most delivery methods is a slipknot. Step 1: Keep the thread in your left hand about 8 inches from the end. With your right hand, circle with the thread (fig. 1a). If useful, keep
the circle attached between your index finger and thumb to prevent it from escaping. Make a slipknot: Figure 1 step 2: With the thread working behind the circle, insert the dot needle through the circle from front to back and grab the working thread, pulling through the circle and forming a loop (fig. 1b). Make a slipknot: Figure 1b Step 3: With the new loop on
the needle in your right hand, gently pull the two threads (the tail and work thread attached to the ball) under the needle, then pull the working thread to tighten the new loop so that it fits the needle (fig. 1c). Make a Slipknot: Figure 1c Cable Cast-on This cast is especially good when you need a firm advantage. Work freely, without stretching the points too
tight. Step 1: In the left hand, hold the needle with the sliding knot and keep the working thread in your right hand. Insert the right needle through the slipknot from front to back (fig. 2a). Wire on: Figure 2a Step 2: Wrap the thread around the right needle from back to front and pull up a loop, creating a new point on the right needle. Insert the tip of the left
needle into the new point (fig. 2b), and slide over the left needle. Cable on: Figure 2bThere are now 2 stitches on the left needle (fig. 2c). Note: To prevent the casting edge from becoming too tight, insert the right needle from front to back between the 2 stitches of the left needle before tightening the thread. Gently stretch the working thread to stumble the
kick. Entós Cable: Figure 2c Step 3: With the right needle in position between the 2 stitches of the left needle, wrap the thread around the right needle as shown (fig. 2c), and pull through a new loop. Step 4: Using the tip of the left needle, swipe the new point of the right needle as before (fig. 2d), and slide the right needle out of the kick. Entós Cable: Figure
2d Repeat steps 3 and 4 to issue additional points. Finish with step 4 to complete the last kick. Long Tail (or Slingshot) Cast-on The Benefits of This delivery is that it is quick to do and makes an elastic edge. Both work and queue threads are used. Tail. Tail length should be approximately three times the width of your desired casting, or about 1 inch (2.5 cm)
per kick per weight thread worse, in addition to several additional inches for the yarn tail diet to knit later. If you underestimate the required thread tail length, remove the work, add more thread to the length and start again. Or, start the cast using two balls of the same thread: One serves as the tail, and the other is the working thread. Tie the ends together in a
hand knot, leaving around a 6-inch (15 cm) tail, and then make the slip not as usual and start the delivery. When the cast is completed, cut one of the threads, leaving about 6 inches (15 cm), and start working with the other. When the piece is finished, untie the knot and weave at the loose ends. Step 1: We place the slide on the needle attached to the right
hand, with the thread tail in front (closer to you) and the working thread (attached to the ball) behind the needle. Pull the taut working thread over the left index, and wrap the thread tail around the thumb from front to back. Make sure both the working thread and tail between the remaining 3 fingers of the left hand and the palm. Place the index of the right hand
at the top of the slide to keep it in place (fig. 3a). Long tail (or Slingshot)Gada: Figure 3rd Step 2: Insert the needle under the thread in front of the thumb, working from front to back and pulling the thread slightly upwards (fig. 3b). Insert the needle over the thread on your front finger, going from top to bottom because the working thread is at the top of the
needle to form the new point (fig. 3b). Long tail (or Slingshot)Gada: Figure 3b Step 3: Pull the needle towards you through the loop in your thumb as you remove the thumb from the loop (fig. 3c). At the same time, pull down on both pieces of thread, narrowing the kick by pulling on the tail, keeping the point firm and even loose enough to slide easily. Long Tail
(Slingshot)Gada: Figure 3c Repeat steps to throw extra points. Simple Cast-on (Backward Loop Cast-on) This cast is probably the easiest to learn, but it doesn't have a polished edge like other casts. Use it when working on a few melting stitches or button holes. This cast tends to grow longer and be less manageable as the first row of dot is worked, and
casting points tighten, which makes it difficult to insert the needle. Step 1: Place the slide on an empty needle with the thread tail on the back and the working thread in front. Keep this needle with the slipknot in your right hand. Step 2: With work thread in your left hand, wrap the work thread on the thumb from front to back, and grab it with the remaining
fingers at the voltage (fig. 4a). Cast-on (Backward Loop Cast-on): Figure 4th Step 3: Insert the needle under the loop thread around the thumb, working from bottom to top (fig. 4b). Pull up needle a little while sliding the thread of the thumb and needle. Simple Cast-on (Backward Loop Cast-on): Figure 4b Step 4: Gently pull on the working thread to tighten the
new point on the needle (fig. 4c). Simple Cast-on (Backward Loop Cast-on): Figure 4cRepeat steps 2-4 to throw as many points as you want. We end with step 4. Point of point in this cast is easy to work with and is very similar to the cable released. The difference between the thrown cable and the point of point occurs after the first kick is made. Step 1:
Place the slide on an empty needle and hold on to your left hand, with the work thread in your right hand. Insert the right needle through the front-to-back slipknot (see fig. 2a above). Step 2: Wrap the thread around the right needle from back to front, and pull up a loop, creating a new point on the right needle. Insert the tip of the left needle into the new point
(see fig. 2b above). Both needles remain at the new point. Repeat step 2 for each new kick until all the stitches are made. Remove the right needle after the last point is done. Although both needles remain in the new loop at all times, the dots are collected only on the left needle. We will immerse ourselves in learning one of the two basic points of point -- the
point of point -- on the next page. Dot loops and Purl Loops Before you venture further, see the six illustrations below. They will help you understand many things about knitting, so study well and plan to go back to this page often. When a casting or kick pattern specifies work on the front loop or rear loop, they simply match the instruction of the illustration to
see exactly which part of the kick is being described. Front loopKnitting in front loopPurling in front loop Back loopKnitting in rear loopPurling in back loop Is not what you're looking for? Try these useful articles: Advertising While it may be tempting to hurry through the finish because you can finally see the project completed, it's important not to run through the
seam seams and weave wire tails if you want the end result to look polished and professional. Block each piece before assembly, and let the pieces dry. This helps the edges stay flat while you work. Shoulder seams (tied edges) Step 1: Put the two flat pieces, with the right sides looking up. Threads of thread needle, and, starting at the right edge of the piece
closest to you (the bottom piece), insert the needle from back to front through the center of the first kick. Pull the thread through, leaving a wire tail to knit later. Step 2: Insert the needle from right to left under the two vertical legs of the first kick of the piece further away from you (fig. 25a), then the needle from right to left under the next two vertical legs in the
nearby piece, starting with the same hole that made the first point. stretch the thread gently to adjust the and close the dots together. Shoulder seams: Figure 25th Step 3: Continue alternating the sides, inserting the needle from right to left under two strands and starting with the same hole that made the last point. Stretch the thread every few stitches to
adjust it and close the seam. At the end of the seam, weave into the thread tail. Mattress Stitch Mattress stitch is a great stitch to know when it comes to sewing vertical seams, including side and sleeve seams. Step 1: Thread a thread with colored thread to game, leaving a four-inch tail to knit later. With the two flat and right side pieces looking up, insert the
needle under the horizontal string between the first and second kick of the first row in one piece and the corresponding string to the second piece. Gently stretch the thread to tighten. Step 2: Insert the needle under the horizontal string in the next row of a tile, and then insert the needle under the string into the same row of the other tile. Step 3: Continue
working under the horizontal strings, alternating pieces, until you have between six and eight rows worked (fig. 25b), and then pull the thread gently to close the seam. Mattress body: Figure 25b Step 4: Continue knitting together until the end of the seam. Weave wire tails into sewing points, and safe. Backstitch Backstitch is an easy way to make a firm seam.
Step 1: Thread a tapestry needle with a set thread. With the right sides together, work along the wrong sides on a kick from the edges. Work two stitches running on top of the other to secure the lower edges (fig. 26a). Step 2: With the needle and thread behind the work, insert the needle through the two layers of fabric over two points to the left of the running
kick and pull the thread to the front of the work. Step 3: Insert the needle from front to back a point back to the right, working through both layers. Step 4: Move left over two stitches, bring the needle to the front of the play, about one point ahead of the original kick. Repeat the process until you reach the end of the seam, working a point backwards (right) on
the front of the work and two points forward (left) at the back of the work. Step 5: Finish the seam by working two or three stitches on top of one another, sewing over the tied edges. Knitting in thread queues. Three-needle tie This tie ends with two edges, tying the stitches and closing the seam at the same time. Normally used to close shoulders, it can also
be used to close side seams when working from one piece to the other. You can also pick up stitches along two side edges and then use the three-needle link to close these To make a flat, polished seam on the right side, follow these instructions. Step 1: With the right sides of the work together, and with the needle tips aligned and oriented to the right (fig.
27a), 27a), needles in the left hand. Three-needle binding: Figure 27th Step 2: Insert the empty needle of your right hand at the first point of each of the two needles in your left hand, and weave the two stitches together (fig. 27b). Slide them off the needle as a point would. Now you have a kick on the right needle. Three-needle tie: Figure 27b step 3: Weave
the next couple of stitches in the same way. Now you have two stitches on your right needle. Step 4: Pull the first kick to the right needle on the second point (the closest to the tip), as it would in a normal tie (fig. 27c). Three-Needle Binding: Figure 27c Step 5: Repeat steps 3 and 4 until all points have been cut. Cut the thread and pull the end through the last
loop; knitting at the end to ensure. Kitchener Stitch (or Graft) This technique binds live stitches together in an elastic and invisible seam. The method can also be used on tied stitches to make a strong and stable seam. With an equal number of stitches in two needles, and the right sides up, keep the needles parallel to each other with points facing the right.
Thread of a blunt tapestry needle with two or three times the length of the area to join. For live dots, work as follows: Step 1: Insert the threaded needle into the first kick of the front needle purely (as if it were to purge); stitched into the needle. Step 2: Insert the needle into the first kick in the rear knitted needle (as if knitted); stitched into the needle. Step 3:
Insert the needle into the same first point of the point front needle (fig. 28a); sliding kick of the needle. Kitchen point: Figure 28a Insert needle in the next front point purely; stitched on needle (fig. 28b). Kitchen point: Figure 28b Step 4: Insert the needle at the same point into the back needle purely (fig. 28c); sliding kick of the needle. Kitchen point: figure 28c
insert the needle into the next point rear point; stitched on needle (fig. 28d). Kitchen point: Figure 28d Repeat steps 3 and 4 until all the stitches are worked. Tip: To make the technique easier while working, remember this... Front needle: get carried away, take off from the point. Back needle: weave leave on, purify the takeoff. Knitting in thread tails Weaving
carefully at the ends of the thread makes its appearance clean and prevents it from pulling loose and unraveling over time. Thread a tapestry needle with the thread tail. Working on the wrong side of the point, weave the needle in and out of the back of the stitches for a few centimeters in one direction, then turn and work in the opposite direction for an inch
or two. Stretch the thread gently to tighten, and cut into of the work. Slightly stretch the point for the tail to disappear at the last point. Learn all about washing and blocking your point piece in the next section. Section. Section.
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